The neural control of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is complex yet the tasks it has to accomplish are seemingly simple. One such task is to move the luminal contents down the intestine -- from one area to another. Movement, or transit, of contents is critical for digestion and absorption but also for elimination of waste. While it is not yet clear how transit is controlled at the neuronal level there are many diseases which affect transit and this is a growing global health concern (Leung et al., [@B9]). In the large intestine, also called the large bowel or colon, a reduction in transit results in constipation. As a guideline, constipation is fewer than three bowel movements per week though bowel habits vary widely and Rome III criteria take into account many other factors (Drossman, [@B4]). There are many reasons why constipation can occur including drug use (e.g., opioids), GI tumors which obstruct the colon or pelvic floor defects which prevent emptying. Unfortunately, in many cases the reasons are unknown and fall under the umbrella of "functional bowel diseases," an example of which is slow transit constipation (STC; Leung et al., [@B9]). Current treatments with prokinetics (drugs which increase the propulsive motility of the colon) are promising, but not yet practical. For example, tegaserod, a 5-HT~4~ receptor agonist, facilitates colonic transit but was pulled from the general market following safety concerns -- luckily new pharmacological treatments are on their way (Tack, [@B10]). The causes of slow colonic transit are unknown, but many subtle changes have been reported in the nerves, muscle, mucosa, and support cells throughout the colon. Thus, one impediment is that researchers have been spoilt for choice when investigating potential mechanisms underlying functional bowel diseases like STC.

Significant transit of contents in the human colon is thought to occur mainly during so-called "high amplitude propagating contractions," the correlate of which in animal models is the "colonic migrating motor complex" (CMMC). It is clear that the CMMC is run by the enteric nervous system (ENS), a network of neurons present within the wall of the small and large intestine which coordinates the functions of the GI tract (Furness, [@B5]). One class of neuron in the ENS is the sensory (afferent) neuron which, when connected to interneurons and motor neurons results in the movement of contents down the colon. What is not clear is how stimuli activate these sensory neurons -- are they activated directly by mechanical forces, or perhaps indirectly by the release of other transmitter substances? One of the leading ideas is that stimulation of the mucosa and subsequent release of endocrine cell products initiates many mechanically evoked reflexes in the intestine. This process of sensory transduction in the intestine is itself a complex topic which has been reviewed previously in this journal (Bertrand, [@B1]).

The initiation of the CMMC in the mouse has recently been the focus of debate following several investigations designed to examine this motor pattern (e.g., Heredia et al., [@B6]; Keating and Spencer, [@B8]). One of the studies which is currently fanning the flames is a new paper by Zagorodnyuk and Spencer ([@B12]) in this journal who have used a classical approach coupled with modern recordings techniques to unravel the initiation and propagation of colonic motor patterns. They hypothesized that if the mucosa were crucial for the CMMC, then a simple (but highly skilled) micro-dissection to remove the mucosa should not only reveal the role of 5-HT, but indeed a role for any substances from the mucosa. Using this technique, they have made some startling observations. Their study shows that 5-HT from the mucosa does not appear to be necessary for stretch-evoked CMMCs while a previous study showed similar data for spontaneously occurring CMMCs (Keating and Spencer, [@B8]). This area is of such interest that co-Editor-in-Chief Joel Bornstein has written a Commentary which cuts to the heart of the matter and asks the question, what role mucosal 5-HT has in the gut (Bornstein, [@B3]). While the role of 5-HT and the mucosa in CMMCs is being debated, it is worthwhile considering more closely three additional findings from Zagorodnyuk and Spencer which may shed some light on the issue.

In their study, Zagorodnyuk and Spencer ([@B12]) observed a decrease in the frequency of the CMMC following the removal of the mucosa. This equates to an increase in the time between individual CMMCs and most likely means that the "gain" of the circuitry in the ENS has been reduced. Interestingly, increasing the overall excitability of the enteric circuitry is one role suggested for mucosal 5-HT (for review see Bertrand and Bertrand, [@B2]) based on evidence looking at mucosal application of 5-HT (e.g., Tuladhar et al., [@B11]) and more recently 5-HT~4~ receptor agonists (Hoffman et al., [@B7]). Second, the threshold for initiation of the CMMC was decreased, that is, it was easier to evoke a CMMC. At first glance, this seems to be the opposite of any prediction which has mucosal 5-HT enhancing the reflex. However, the mucosa and submucosa form a strong, mechanically stable component of the preparation. With the submucosa gone, the mechanical properties of the remaining longitudinal muscle, myenteric plexus and circular muscle may be very different. Thus, while these data show clearly that the CMMC can still be evoked, the exact threshold for initiation with or without the submucosa may not provide a useful comparison. Finally, the authors identified mechanical stimulation of myenteric ganglion as a possible contributor to the initiation of the reflex. During stretch, myenteric ganglia might undergo some uniform compression, however, mechanical stimulation of the mucosa might cause non-uniform or localized deformation of ganglia. Many studies have used compression or stroking of the mucosa as a stimulus, so the question for future studies is, does the mechanosensitivity of the ganglia account for the initiation of some, or even all, of these reflexes?

In conclusion, Zagorodnyuk and Spencer ([@B12]) have found that the mucosa does not contribute to the initiation of the CMMC. Indeed, their data shows that the role of 5-HT in the colon is not to activate stretch reflexes but -- and perhaps as importantly -- to modulate these reflexes. These data may help to reduce the number of choices for researchers investigating chronic constipation and help focus on either the initiation or modulation of the motor reflexes responsible for colonic transit. Although the tasks which the GI tract accomplishes are simple on the surface, the nerve circuits underlying these reflexes are surprisingly complex. The results of the study by Zagorodnyuk and Spencer provide an excellent working model for the further dissection of the always interesting, and in some cases exasperating, neural control of the GI tract.
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